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ABSTRACT
Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) have been proposed to address
the problem of model uncertainty in training and inference. By
introducing weights associated with conditioned probability distri-
butions, BNNs are capable of resolving the overfitting issue com-
monly seen in conventional neural networks and allow for small-
data training, through the variational inference process. Frequent
usage of Gaussian random variables in this process requires a prop-
erly optimized Gaussian Random Number Generator (GRNG). The
high hardware cost of conventional GRNG makes the hardware
implementation of BNNs challenging.
In this paper, we propose VIBNN, an FPGA-based hardware
accelerator design for variational inference on BNNs. We explore
the design space for massive amount of Gaussian variable sampling
tasks in BNNs. Specifically, we introduce two high performance
Gaussian (pseudo) random number generators: 1) the RAM-based
Linear FeedbackGaussian RandomNumber Generator (RLF-GRNG),
which is inspired by the properties of binomial distribution and
linear feedback logics; and 2) the Bayesian Neural Network-oriented
Wallace Gaussian Random Number Generator. To achieve high
scalability and efficient memory access, we propose a deep pipelined
accelerator architecture with fast execution and good hardware
utilization. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
VIBNN implementations on an FPGA can achieve throughput of
321,543.4 Images/s and energy efficiency upto 52,694.8 Images/J
while maintaining similar accuracy as its software counterpart.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As a key branch of machine learning and artificial intelligence tech-
niques, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been introduced to
create machines that can learn and inference [22]. Many different
types and models of ANNs have been developed for a variety of ap-
plications and higher performance, including Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs), Multi-Layer Perceptron Networks (MLPs), Recur-
rent Neural Networks (RNNs), etc. [44]. With the development and
broad applications of deep learning algorithms, neural networks
have recently achieved tremendous success in various fields, such
as image classification, object recognition, natural language pro-
cessing, autonomous driving, cancer detection, etc. [1, 14, 45, 47].
With the success of deep learning, a rising amount of recent
works studied the highly parallel computing paradigm and the
hardware implementations of neural networks[2, 12, 13, 24, 29,
40, 42, 46]. These hardware approaches typically accelerate the
inference process of neural networks and have shown promising
performances in terms of speed, energy efficiency, and accuracy,
making this approach ideal for embedded and IoT systems. Despite
the significant progress of neural network acceleration , it is well
known that conventional neural networks are prone to the over-
fitting issue — situations where the model fail to generalize well
from the training data to the test data [20]. The fundamental reason
is that traditional neural network models fail to provide estimates
with uncertainty information [9]. This missing characteristic is cru-
cial to avoid making over-confident decisions, especially for many
supervised learning applications with missing or noisy training
data.
To solve this issue, the ensemble model has been introduced
[17, 21] to combine the results frommultiple neural networkmodels,
so that the degraded generalization performance can be avoided.
As a key example, Bayesian Neural Network (BNNs) are capable of
forming ensemble models while maintaining limited memory space
overhead [32, 58]. In addition, unlike conventional neural networks
that rely on huge amount of data for training, BNNs can easily learn
from small datasets, with the ability to offer uncertainty estimates
and the robustness to mitigate over-fitting issues[20]. Moreover,
the overall accuracy can be improved as well.
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Specifically, BNNs apply Bayesian inference to provide the prin-
cipled uncertainty estimates. In contrast to traditional neural net-
works whose weights are fixed values, each weight in BNNs is a
random number following a posterior probability distribution, which
is conditioned on a prior probability and its observed data. Unfor-
tunately, the exact Bayesian inference in general is an intractable
problem and obtaining closed-form solutions requires either the
assumption of special families of models[11] or the availability of
probability distributions [21]. Therefore, an approximation method
of Bayesian inference is generally used to ensure low computational
complexity and high degree of generality [8, 48]. Among various
approximation techniques, variational approximation, or variational
inference, tends to be faster and easier to implement. Besides, the
variational inference method offers better scalability with large
models, especially for large-scale neural networks in deep learning
applications[26], compared with other commonly adopted Bayesian
inference methods such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [4].
In addition to faster computation, the variational inference method
can efficiently represent weights (probability distributions) with
limited amount of parameters. The Bayes-by-Backprop algorithm
proposed by Bluendell et al.[9], for instance, only doubles the pa-
rameters compared to ANNs while achieving an infinitely large
ensemble of models.
Our focused BNNs in this work belong to the category of feed-
forward neural networks (FNNs) that have achieved great successes
in many important fields, such as the HIGGS challenge, the Merck
Molecular Activity challenge, and the Tox21 Data challenge [30].
Despite the tremendous attentions on CNNs and RNNs, the accel-
erators for FNN models are imperative as well, which is noted in
the recent Google paper [29] and the very recently invented SeLU
technique [30]. With the recent shift in various fields towards the
deployment of BNNs [9, 19, 50], hardware acceleration for BNNs
becomes critical and has not been well considered in prior works.
However, hardware realizations of BNNs pose a fundamental chal-
lenge compared to the traditional ANNs: the frequent operations on
probability distributions requires additional logic circuits designed
and optimized for (Gaussian) random number generation.
In this paper, we propose VIBNN, an FPGA-based hardware ac-
celerator design for variational inference on BNNs. In VIBNN, pos-
terior distributions of network weights are approximated as Gauss-
ian distributions associated with variational parameters (trainable
mean values and variances). As a common practice, network train-
ing is performed on CPU/GPU clusters before the parameters for
weights distributions. We explore the design space for massive
amount of Gaussian variable sampling tasks in BNNs. Specifically,
we introduce two high performance Gaussian (psuedo) random
number generators: 1) the RAM-based Linear Feedback Gaussian
Random Number Generator (RLF-GRNG), which is inspired by the
properties of binomial distribution and linear feedback logics; and 2)
the Bayesian Neural Network-oriented Wallace Gaussian Random
Number Generator. To achieve high scalability and efficient mem-
ory access, we propose a deep pipelined accelerator architecture
with fast execution and good hardware utilization. It is important
to note that BNN is a mathematical model, instead of a specific
type of neural network structure. Therefore, the design principles
of VIBNN are orthogonal to the optimization techniques on convo-
lutional layers in previous works [16, 27, 36], and can be applied to
CNNs and RNNs as well.
Experimental results suggest that the proposed VIBNN can achieve
similar accuracy as its software counterpart (BNNs) with very high
energy efficiency of 52694.9 images/J thanks to the proposed GRNG
structure.
2 BNNS USING VARIATIONAL INFERENCE
2.1 Bayesian Model, Variational Inference, and
Gaussian Approximation
For a general Bayesianmodel, the latent variables arew and observed
data points areD. From the Bayes rule, the posterior probability can
be calculated as:
P(w|D) = P(D|w)P(w)
P(D) (1)
where P(w) is called the prior probability that indicates the proba-
bility of latent variables w before any data observations. P(D|w) is
called the likelihood, which is the probability of the data D based
on the latent variable observations w. The denominator P(D) is
calculated as the integral of sum over all possible latent variables,
i.e., P(D) =
∫
P(D|w)P(w)dw.
For most of applications of interests, this integral process is
intractable, therefore effective approaches are needed to approxi-
mately estimate/evaluate the posterior probability. Variational in-
ference[28, 52] is a machine learning method for approximating the
posterior probability densities in Bayesian inference models, with a
higher convergence rate (compared to MCMC method) and scala-
bility to large problems. As shown in [21], the variational inference
method posits a family of probability distributions q(w;θ ) with
variation parameters θ to approximate the posterior distribution
p(w|D).
For simplicity, one can assume that the variational posterior dis-
tribution is a Gaussian distribution, then the variational parameters
(vector) θ can be specified as θ = (µ, ρ), where µ is the vector of
mean values and ρ is used to further produce the non-negative
vector of standard deviations, i.e., σ = ln(1 + exp(ρ)). Therefore, a
sample of w can be obtained by shifting and scaling unit Gaussian
variables:
w = µ + ϵ ◦ ln(1 + exp(ρ)) (2)
where ϵ ∼ N(0, I) is a vector of independent unit Gaussian variables,
and ◦ denotes the element-wise multiplication operation. There-
fore, generating unit Gaussian variables is the key step in generating
samples of w.
2.2 Gaussian Variational Inference with a BNN
Bayesian Neural Networks (BNNs) are first suggested in the 1990s
and studied extensively since then [33, 39]. Compared to conven-
tional neural networks with fixed value weights representing deter-
ministic models, BNNs offer ensembles of models by incorporating
probability distributions over models’ weights, as shown in Figure
1. As a result, BNNs achieve higher overall accuracy and are more
robust to over-fitting. In addition, unlike conventional neural net-
works that require large data sets to achieve good accuracy, BNNs
w0,1
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Figure 1: Illustration of model structure of BNNs.
can easily learn from small data with much improved convergence
rate.
This paper considers Gaussian variational inference for BNNs.
The goal is to perform inference using a BNN with learned poste-
rior distribution p(w|D) of network weights. To fully utilize the
posterior distribution, the network output should be derived by
averaging over the outputs produced according to the posterior dis-
tribution. In other words, the output of network, y, is calculated
as:
y = Ep(w |D)[д(x0,w)] (3)
where д(x0,w) is the network function and x0 is the network input.
With the variational inference method, the network output can be
represented as:
y ≈ Eq(w;θ )[д(x0,w)] (4)
Using a Monte Carlo Sampling, the output can be further approxi-
mated as:
y ≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
д(x0,wi ) (5)
where N is the total sample count and wi is the i-th Monte Carlo
sample drawn from the variational posterior distribution q(w;θ ),
which can be obtained using equation (2). Then the output is esti-
mated as:
y ≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
д(x0, µ + σ ◦ ϵi ) (6)
where ϵi is the i-th Monte Carlo sample of unit Gaussian variables.
As shown in Figure 1, eachweight requires sampling a unit Gaussian
random variable. Then a BNN can perform inference using the same
method as a normal ANN.
Since our target implementation platforms are low-power, em-
bedded systems based on FPGAs, the network is trained offline, as a
widely adopted practice in hardware deep learning research [2, 12,
18, 41, 42, 56], using high performance computing platforms such
as GPUs. Afterward, the trained variational parameters (vectors) µ
and σ are migrated to the memory of the target FPGA platform.
2.3 Gaussian Random Number Generators
(GRNGs)
As introduced before, weights and biases in the BNNs of interests
are drawn from Gaussian distributions N(µ,σ 2). Therefore, it is
crucial to rapidly generate high-quality Gaussian random numbers.
The methods of generating Gaussian Random Numbers (GRNs)
can be classified into four categories: 1) the cumulative density func-
tion (CDF) inversion method that obtains GRNs simply by inverting
the CDFs, such as [7, 37]; 2) the transformation method that obtains
GRNs through a series of operations on uniform distributions, ac-
cording to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), such as [38, 49]; 3) the
rejection method that generates GRNs based on the transformation
method, but with one additional rejection step that conditionally
rejects some of the transformed numbers, such as the Ziggurat
algorithm [35]; 4) the recursion method that generates GRNs by
combining previously generated GRNs in a linear manner, such as
the Wallace method [54].
For hardware implementations, not all algorithms that are suc-
cessful on software are appropriate. This is because of the restric-
tions such as hardware resources, power/energy constraints, and
implementation complexity. Therefore, the appropriate selection of
hardware-based GRNGs is typically application-specific and needs
to be carefully investigated. In this paper, we believe the CLT-based
methods and theWallace method to be the most appropriate choices
for hardware neural network acceleration. The main consideration
is the lower computation overhead, which facilitates the efficient
hardware implementation of BNNs.
One of the major advantages of the CLT-based GRNGs is that uni-
form random numbers can be easily generated with linear-feedback
shift registers (LFSRs). However, the generation quality is affected by
various factors such as the number of stages in LFSRs, the bit-width,
etc. [34]. Being another method with low computation overhead,
Wallace algorithm [34] guarantees the correctness by the fact that
a linear combination of Gaussian random numbers is still a Gauss-
ian random number [54]. Nevertheless, Wallace algorithm has two
main drawbacks: First, an initial pool of Gaussian random num-
bers is needed, thereby adding requirements of memory storage;
Second, the generated random numbers have correlations to some
degree. We propose novel hardware implementation of the CLT-
based and Wallace method, to sufficiently exploit the advantages of
these GRNG methods but at the same time mitigate the drawbacks.
Moreover, a series of optimizations are performed to further reduce
the hardware cost and meanwhile guarantee the high quality of
GRNs generated.
3 VIBNN ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
In this section, we present the overview of our VIBNN architecture.
As shown in Fig. 2, the architecture of VIBNN accelerator consists
of the external memory, on-chip memories, a computation block,
a weight generator and a global controller. The external memory
initially stores the input features to the input layer and weight
parameters (µ,σ ). These inputs and weights are then loaded into
on-chip memories for online inference. There are two types of on-
chip memories: one stores the input features, intermediate results
and the inference results; the other stores the weight parameters.
As discussed in Section 2.1, the weights that actually participate
in the variational inference process are calculated by equation (2).
Hence, a weight generator that comprises a GRNG and a weight
updater is needed. The GRNG generates the random numbers ϵ ′s ,
and the weight updater is responsible for implementing the weight
updating equation. The computation block comprises groups of
processing elements (PEs), each consisting of a number of PEs. To
improve memory-access efficiency, the memory distributor in com-
putation block collects the outputs of PEs and performs necessary
operations before writing back to on-chip memories. The PEs work
in a time-multiplexed manner to perform all computations in the
whole neural network. To correctly implement the overall function-
ality of VIBNN, the operations of all components are controlled by
a global controller. Overall, the VIBNN architecture has three key
benefits: scalability, portability, and memory-access efficiency.
4 BNN-ORIENTED GRNGS
In this section, we explore the design of GRNGs suitable for BNN
hardware implementation. Specifically, we propose two parallel
GRNG designs tailored for BNNs: 1) RAM-based Linear Feedback
GRNG (RLF-GRNG), which is based on a CLT-based method inspired
by the binomial distribution. This method is capable of approxi-
mating a Gaussian distribution [10] when the sample size is large
enough. Importantly, it can be effectively implemented using RAM
with compact additional logics for indexing and computing. In addi-
tion, the control module can be shared among parallel GRNGs. 2)
BNN-Oriented Wallace GRNG, which is based on Wallace method.
The proposed design substantially mitigated the two main draw-
backs, i.e., a large initial pool requiring large memory block and
multi-loop transformations that result in long latency, making the
Wallace algorithm suitable for hardware BNNs.
4.1 RLF-GRNG Design
4.1.1 The Binomial Distribution Approximation Method. A bino-
mial distribution, denoted as X ∼ B(n,p), is a discrete probability
distribution of the number of successes in a sequence of n indepen-
dent experiments, each with a boolean valued outcome with the
probability of success p. The probability of getting exact k successes
in n trials is given by the following probability mass function:
f (k ;n,p) = Pr (X = k) =
(
n
k
)
pk (1 − p)n−k (7)
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,n, where
(
n
k
)
= n!k !(n−k )! .
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of VIBNN
If n is large enough, B(n,p) can reasonably approximate a normal
distribution: N(np,np(1 − p)). More specifically, n is considered to
be large enough [53] if:
n > 9 · 1 − p
p
and n > 9 · p1 − p (8)
As a simple example, the summation of n individual bits should
follow a binomial distribution B(n, 0.5) if each bit has equal chances
of being 0 or 1. According to equation (8), if n is greater than 18, the
aforementioned distribution can approximate a normal distribution
N(0.5n, 0.25n). We adopt this method in the design of a GRNG. For
example, an implementation can use a 128-bit Linear Feedback Shift
Register (LFSR) for random bits generation and a Parallel Counter
(PC) to convert the number of 1’s in the LFSR to a binary number[3].
As a simple method to generate uniformly distributed (pseudo)
random numbers, an LFSR [15] implements a well-chosen linear
feedback function, allowing it to produce all binary combinations
in a random order.
When the depth of LFSR (i.e., number of registers) is large enough,
e.g., 128, it costs 3000 years to cycle through when clocked at
80MHz[3].We believe that the degree of randomness is high enough
when the number of registers is large. The LFSR implements the
linear feedback function by shifting and updating the values in the
taps using XOR gates. An 8-bit LFSR is shown in Figure 3 (a). The
taps for the 8-bit linear feedback function are 4, 5, and 6. The LFSR
uses fixed head location (register 1) and shifts its contents in each
cycle. Registers at tap locations are updated with the XOR result of
their left neighbor and the head. For each tap t :
R(t) ← R(t + 1) XOR R(1) (9)
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
a: 8-bit LFSR (Register 1 is the head, register 4, 5, 6 are taps)
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
b: Equivalent 8-bit RLF Logic
Figure 3: Examples of LFSR and RAM based Linear Feed-
back.
Buffer Reg
Updater
Indexer
SeMem
Figure 4: Block diagram of the RLF logic
where R(t) denotes the value of t-th register in the LFSR, and R(1)
is the value of the head.
By using a PC, the output of LFSR can be converted to a binary
number representing the number of 1’s in LFSR. The PC can be im-
plemented using adders in a tree structure. However, the hardware
cost for larger inputs can be huge as a 127-input PC requires 120 full
adders. This motivates the following RAM-based implementation.
4.1.2 RAM-Based Linear Feedback Function. Despite concep-
tually straightforward, the binomial distribution approximation
method using LFSR and PC is not suitable for parallel implementa-
tion due to its high usage of registers and adders. The LFSR requires
huge register resources. In addition, even though only taps are
updated in each iteration (the numbers of taps are always 3 for
4-bit to 2048-bit LFSR [55]), the PC needs to accumulate all bits of
LFSR. Such large PC not only requires huge amount of hardware
resources, but also leads to extra computation latency.
To overcome the challenge, we propose RLF, a compact RAM-
based Linear Feedback function implementation, which incurs lower
cost but achieves the the same functionality as LFSR. The design
requires a much smaller PC that only calculates the summation of
tap values.
Figure 3 (b) illustrates the operations using an 8-bit RAM-based
Linear Feedback (RLF) logic. RLF logic stores the seed in fixed
location while using a self-accumulating indexer, which changes
in each cycle, to track the head and taps to produce a pseudo shift
operation. The updated results are fed back to the same locations.
Compared to equation (9), for each tap t in the linear feedback
function, the corresponding operations on the RLF logic is:
x(h + t) ← x(h + t) XOR x(h) (10)
where h is the current head location, and x(i) is the value stored in
the i-th entry of the vector (seed memory).
As shown in Figure 4, the proposed RLF logic consists of four
components: the seed memory (SeMem), the indexer, the updater
and the buffer register. The SeMem stores the seeds using several
blocks of 2-port RAM. The length of the SeMem is the size of the
seeds, and the word width of the SeMem is the number of parallel
RLF logics. The buffer register caches the values of taps and the
head. The updater performs XOR based operations. The indexer
stores the locations of the taps and the head, i.e. h and h + t for
all taps in equation (10), and increments them every cycle. This
organization allows: 1) efficient hardware utilization for parallel
operations, because only one indexer is needed regardless of the
number of RLF logics running in parallel; 2) very small PC needed
to calculate the seed summation, because only the values of the
taps, instead of all seeds, are outputted.
Based on the basic structure of the proposed RLF logic, we per-
form optimizations in two aspects: 1) the quality of randomnumbers
generated from the seeds, and 2) seed storage scheme. To explain
the ideas, we consider a 255-bit RLF logic for 8-bit GRNG (each GRN
uses 8-bit representation). The taps for the 255-bit linear feedback
function are 250, 252, and 253. According to equation (9), they need
to be updated according to the following operations:
x(h + 250) ← x(h + 250) XOR x(h) (11a)
x(h + 252) ← x(h + 252) XOR x(h) (11b)
x(h + 253) ← x(h + 253) XOR x(h) (11c)
Figure 5: Buffer register and updater for 8-bit RLF-GRNG
The index i is always less than or equal to 255, i.e., i ← i − 255
if i > 255. As the number of taps of the 255-bit linear feedback
function is 3, the absolute difference between the output summa-
tions in two consecutive cycles cannot exceed three. This could
affect the quality of random numbers produced, consequently un-
dermining the performance of the BNN. To address this issue, the
implemented linear feedback is modified to increase the number
of taps by combining two consecutive updates to create operations
involving more bits, which are:
x(h + 250) ← x(h + 250) XOR x(h) (12a)
x(h + 251) ← x(h + 251) XOR x(h + 1) (12b)
x(h + 252) ← x(h + 252) XOR x(h) (12c)
x(h + 253) ← (x(h + 253) XOR x(h)) XOR x(h + 1) (12d)
x(h + 254) ← x(h + 254) XOR x(h + 1) (12e)
By combining two consecutive updates into a single one, the max-
imum absolute difference between the outputs in two cycles is
increased to five. Accordingly, the index increment per cycle is
increased from one to two. The taps for the updated linear feedback
function is from 250 to 254. Therefore, each update needs to read
seven entries (the head, and second head, and all taps) and write
five entries (the taps). The read/write bandwidth can be greatly
reduced by optimizing the buffer register.
As illustrated in Figure 5, the buffer register and the updater are
designed to minimize RAM access bandwidth. As the combined
linear feedback function has five taps and two heads locations, the
buffer register is 7-bit. Since the index is increased by 2 in each
iteration/cycle, the left 5 bits, which represent the taps, all shift left
by 2 bits when being updated; while the right 2 bits are read from
the RAM. The updated values of the left 2 bits are then written back
to the RAM. Given this circulant operation, the updated value of
the leftmost bit (h + 254) is the bit next to the head in the following
iteration (asmod(h + 254 + 2, 255) = mod(h + 1, 255)). Therefore,
aided by the buffer register and 2-port RAM, each iteration only
requires 3 entries to read and 2 entries to write:
Read: x(h), x(h + 250) and x(h + 251).
Write: x(h + 253) and x(h + 254).
To allow the above operations performed in one cycle on 2-port
RAM, we propose a 3-block RAM storing scheme for the 255-bit
seeds. As shown in Figure 6, the 255-bit seeds are separated evenly
a: Seed storing scheme
b: RAM operations
Figure 6: A 3-block RAM storing scheme for the 255-bit seed
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Figure 7: (a) FSM for the indexer (b) Data Flow Graph of the
RAM-based Linear Feedback GRNG (RLF-GRNG)
into three blocks based on the modulo operation results over three
of their locations. Therefore, the five r/w operations on RAM can
be performed in one cycle on three 2-port RAM blocks. The indexer,
which stores and updates the locations for each tap and the head,
can be implemented as a simple state machine shown in Figure 7
to track the block number (Block) and the relative position (Pos).
4.1.3 Overall RLF-GRNGDesign. The data flow graph of the pro-
posed RAM-based Linear Feedback GRNG (RLF-GRNG) is shown in
Figure 7. The RLF logic, as discussed before, contains a SeMem for
seeds storing, a buffer register for caching taps, an LF updater for
updating taps, and an indexer to track tap locations. The RLF logic
outputs a stream of updated taps to the PC, which accumulates
the output stream. The previous tap summation is stored in the
tap register. Their difference can be obtained from the subtractor.
Finally, the difference is accumulated to the previous random num-
ber which is stored in the result register to produce a new output.
Please note that, the initial value stored in the result register is the
summation of the initial values stored in the SeMem. Therefore,
this value can be pre-calculated and stored in memory.
Figure 8 shows the block diagram of the parallel RLF-GRNG,
designed for the efficient implementation of BNNs. The Initializa-
tion ROM stores the initial summation results of the seeds for the
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Figure 8: Hardware block diagram of the 2-stage RLF-GRNG
GRNG. The SeMem stores all seeds for random number genera-
tions. To producem n-bit random numbers in parallel, the size of
the SeMem is 2n − 1 words, where each word is m-bit. Each bit
of the word read from the RAM is propagated to an LF-updater
for tap update and random number calculation. The updated taps
are collected from all LF-updaters and formed into one word to be
written back to the SeMem. The results generated by every four
LF-updaters are selected sequentially to four outputs, with different
orders through its multiplexer for enhanced randomness. All select
signals are shared and generated by the controller. The controller
also produces indices and memory access signals for the SeMem,
as well as command signals for all LF-updaters. Finally, a set of
individual Gaussian random numbers are produced in parallel.
4.2 BNNs-Oriented Wallace GRNGs
4.2.1 The Wallace Method. The Wallace method relies on the
property that the linear combinations of Gaussian random numbers
are still Gaussian distributed. The linear combinations are achieved
through multiplying a vector of Gaussian random numbers x by
a Hadamard matrix H : x ′ = H × x . Below is a typical Hadamard
matrix:
H =

−1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 1 −1
−1 −1 −1 1

Thus, the transformed random numbers are:
x ′[1] = t − x[1]; x ′[2] = t − x[2];
x ′[3] = x[3] − t ; x ′[4] = x[4] − t ; (13)
where x ′[1] −x ′[4] are newly generated (pseudo) random numbers,
x[1] − x[4] are original random numbers fetched from the pool,
t = 12 (x[1] + x[2] + x[3] + x[4]). This approach does not require
multiplication operations. In Wallace algorithm, the original ele-
ments in x are randomly chosen from the pool, and after multiple
loops of transformations, the newly generated random numbers
are written back to random positions in the pool to replace the
original elements. In this way, the size of the pool keeps constant.
However, the exact implementation in hardware costs another ran-
dom number generator to produce the random positions, as well as
extra delay to perform the multi-loop transformations. Besides, the
initial pool should be large enough to ensure the randomness of the
generated random numbers and the stability of (µ,σ ). In Section
4.2.2, we propose a sharing and shifting scheme that is proven to be
capable of overcoming the downsides of the algorithm.
Figure 9: Architecture of the Wallace Unit
Figure 10: Architecture of the BNNWallace-GRNG
4.2.2 Hardware Design and Optimization of the Wallace Method.
Figure 9 illustrates the hardware design for performing oneHadamard
transformation. The Pool Memory stores the pre-generated Gauss-
ian random numbers, and four random numbers x[1] − x[4] are
fetched from the pool in every clock cycle. Then a summation is
performed on the four random numbers, which is followed by a
one-bit right-shifting to achieve the operation of dividing by 2.
The output of the shifter is t mentioned in equation 13, then t will
participate in four parallel subtractions to generate new random
numbers x ′[1] − x ′[4]. This module is named the Wallace Unit, and
it is the basic component in our proposed BNN-oriented Wallace
GRNG (BNNWallace GRNG). Even though a larger Hadamard matrix
can be composed of small Hadamard matrices as H ′ =
( H H
H −H
)
,
using the larger one implies that each new random number x ′[i]
is generated by the computations involving all original random
numbers. For instance, if we perform a Hadamard transformation
using a 8 × 8 matrix, x ′[1] = ∑ni=1 x[i] − (x[1] + x[5]). Therefore,
more hardware resources and longer clock cycle are needed. Based
on the above analysis, we implement the Wallace Unit using the
4 × 4 Hadamard matrix.
As introduced before, large initial pool andmulti-loop transforms
are required to guarantee that the generated random numbers are
highly random, less correlated, and stably distributed. These require-
ments or downsides of Wallace method are substantially magnified
when it is realized on hardware due to the limited resources. We
introduce a sharing and shifting-based optimization to overcome
these downsides. The key insight is: to make small pools of Wal-
lace Units work as a whole, so the memory requirement on each
pool is roughly divided by N if there are N Wallace Units. This is
achieved by shifting the generated random numbers by one number
before they are written back to the pool, and Figure 10 illustrates
the scheme. Due to the shifting, the written back random numbers
are partially generated by other Wallace Units. This strategy can
increase the randomness and decrease the correlations among the
random numbers. Besides, by shifting, the generated random num-
bers flow through all Wallace Units, so all small pools constitute
a large pool. As a result, the stability of (µ,σ ) is guaranteed. The
experimental results in Section 6.1 demonstrate the effectiveness
of BNNWallace-GRNG.
5 FPGA-BASED IMPLEMENTATION OF VIBNN
To implement VIBNN architecture on resource-limited FPGAs, we
explore a series of optimization strategies at three levels: the arith-
metic unit-level, the PE-level, and the system-level, in addition to the
optimized GRNGs.
5.1 PE Design
In VIBNN, a PE works as a neuron with architecture illustrated in
Figure 11-(a). The Multiplication and Accumulation (MAC) unit
with architecture shown in Figure 11-(b) calculates the dot-product
of its input features and weights through multipliers and an adder
tree. Typically, a neuron in FNNs has hundreds of inputs, but it is
infeasible for a PE due to the limited resources on FPGAs. A large
number of neurons per PE will decrease the number of PEs that
can be implemented on a FPGA, leading to a rigid system imple-
mentation and limited optimization space. Therefore, we choose
to implement a PE with a reasonable number of inputs and use it
in a time-multiplexed manner. Inside a PE, we use an accumulator
to accumulate the partial dot-products. After some iterations, the
accumulated value will be sent to an adder to add a bias up. Next,
the biased dot-product is fed into the Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU)
so that the activation result is obtained.
Figure 11: (a) PE Architecture (b) MAC Architecture
5.2 Bit-Length Optimization
Since the arithmetic units are implemented in look-up tables (LUTs)
on FPGAs, there is no much optimization space on the structures
and implementation principles of those units. The most straightfor-
ward and feasible method is to optimize the bit-length of operands,
e.g., the input and output size of the arithmetic units. Despite the
previous works such as [23, 25, 51] leveraging this technique, it is
not trivial to investigate and apply this technique in VIBNN, because
the introduced random noises may lead to a different conclusion.
We select 16-bit as the starting point, which is widely adopted in
hardware neural network implementations, then a binary search is
used to figure out the smallest required bit-length that can guar-
antee acceptable accuracy. Optimization results are reported in
Section 6.3.
5.3 Weight Generator
As shown in Figure 12, the Weight Generator consists of a GRNG,
a Weight Updater, and an on-chip Weight Parameter Memory. The
Weight Updater receives random numbers sampled by GRNG, then
generates a weight sample according to the corresponding varia-
tional parameters read from the memory. It applies the variational
parameters (µ and σ ) to the Gaussian numbers using multipliers
and adders.
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Figure 12: Architecture of the Weight Generator
5.4 Joint Optimization of PE Size/Number and
Memory Access
The throughput of a neural network accelerator is mainly deter-
mined by computation and communication [57]. In FNNs, the com-
putations can be reduced by applying optimizations that reduce
links between neurons, such as weight pruning [25]. In our work,
we focus on a different aspect. Specifically, from the computation
aspect, the throughput can be improved by increasing computa-
tion parallelism, in the form of increasing PE size or increasing the
number of PEs. From the communication aspect, the throughput
improvements come from reducing the memory traffic. The key
problem is that, the computation parallelism and memory traffic are
not completely independent factors, so we need to jointly consider
the parallelism and memory traffic to obtain the best throughput
performance.
On-chip memories are divided into two categories according to
different usage purposes: 1) IFMem (input feature memory): the
memory that holds input features as well as activation outputs;
and 2) WPMem (weight parameters memory), the memory that
holds weight parameters (µ,σ )’s. The optimization techniques for
reducing memory accesses to IFMems and WPMems need to be
considered separately.
5.4.1 Reducing IFMem Accesses. First, our hardware realized
BNNs are aimed at FNN models and one PE corresponds to one
neuron, any two PEs will have the same input features in a certain
cycle. Therefore, the word size of the IFMem should be B × N to
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Figure 13: Joint Optimization Architecture
avoid extra delays: all required input features can be sent to PEs at
each access to IFMem. As illustrated in Figure 13, in our design, the
whole network is constructed on the basis of PE-sets and each set
has S = N PEs. Thus the outputs of a PE set correspond to a word
to be written back to the IFMem, and all the outputs from different
PE sets are buffered in the Memory Distributor. To illustrate how
the model works and its advantages, we define three additional
parameters: 1) T : the number of PE sets; 2) MinIn: the minimum
input size of a neuron in the target neural network to be realized; 3)
MaxWS : the maximum allowable word size of an on-chip memory.
Their relations are derived as:
T × S < ceil(MinIn
N
) (14a)
B × N <= MaxWS (14b)
S = N (14c)
M = T × S (14d)
where function ceil(x) takes the ceiling of variable x , B is the bit-
length of an operand, N is the input size of a PE, andM is the total
number of PEs.
The advantages of the design are three-fold: 1) scalability: we
can easily change the PE size N and PE sets number T to adopt to
neural networks with various size, according to equation (14a); 2)
portability: we can change the PE size N , PE sets number T , and
even bit-length B to deploy the design on various FPGA platforms,
according to equations (14a) and (14b); 3) access efficiency, equa-
tions (14a)-(14d) guarantee that all the required inputs of PEs can
be read at one access to the IFMem, and the buffered activation
results will be written back to the IFMem before the next set of
results coming into the Memory Distributor.
Besides, we use two IFMems alternatively to avoid any latent
read&write conflicts. For instance, at a certain layer, if IFMem1 is
used to access input features, the activation results that are also
input features for next layer will be written into IFMem2. Then at
next layer, we switch the roles of IFMem1 and IFMem2.
5.4.2 Reducing WPMem Accesses. Since each input among the
whole network has an individual weight, to read all weight pa-
rameters required at a certain clock cycle, the word size should be
B × N × S ×T . Here, we only consider µ’s for simplicity, and the
WPMems for storing parameters σ ’s are just duplicated. However,
the maximum allowable word size MaxWS restricts N , S , and T
to dramatically small values and the computation parallelism is
hence restricted. Therefore, the optimization schemes for reducing
IFMem accesses are not appropriate for WPMems. In VIBNN, we
propose to use multiple distributed WPMems so that each WPMem
corresponds to a PE set for maintaining a structural architecture
and the ease of control. In this way, the bandwidth for a WPMem
is B × N × S . Therefore, equations (14a)-(14d) need to be rewritten
as (15).
T × S < ceil(MinIn
N
) (15a)
B × N × S <= MaxWS (15b)
S = N (15c)
M = T × S (15d)
where function ceil(x) takes the ceiling of variable x , T is the
number of PE sets, S is the number of PEs in a set, B is the bit-
length of an operand, N is the input size of a PE, andM is the total
number of PEs.
5.5 Deep Pipelining
As shown in Figure 14, the proposed design implements a two-tier
pipeline structure. The first tier is placed between weight generator
and PE, which holds the sampledweights. The second tier is inserted
inside the weight updater and the PE to further reduce system clock
period. We insert DFFs between the GRNG and the weight updater.
Each PE unit is optimized as a three-stage pipeline. The first stage
calculates all multiplications; the next stage accumulates all internal
products from previous stage. The ReLU is performed at the final
stage.
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Figure 14: Pipeline structure of the proposed BNN
Table 1: Stability errors to (µ,σ ) = (0, 1) of Various Wallace
Designs
GRNG Designs µ Errors σ Errors
Software 256 Pool Size 0.0012 0.3050
Software 1024 Pool Size 0.0010 0.0850
Software 4096 Pool Size 0.0004 0.0145
Hardware Wallace NSS 0.0013 0.4660
BNNWallace-GRNG 0.0006 0.0038
RLF-GRNG 0.0006 0.0074
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the experimental results regarding follow-
ing respects: (i) the effectiveness and hardware cost of the proposed
RLF-GRNG and BNNWallace-GRNG; (ii) the training characteris-
tics of both FNNs and BNNs are compared when they are trained
with small data; (iii) the bit-length optimization; (iv) the hardware
resource utilization of the proposed VIBNNs; (v) the accuracy com-
parison between FNNs (software), BNNs (software), and our VIBNN
(hardware) when they are applied on image classification task us-
ing MNIST dataset [31], the Parkinson Speech Dataset[43], the
Diabetics Retinopathy Debrecen Dataset[5], the Thoracic Surgery
Dataset[59] and the TOX21 Dataset[6].
6.1 Performance of Proposed GRNGs
The performance and hardware cost of the proposed GRNGs are
tested and presented in this section. And also, their advantages and
disadvantages are listed and compared according to the experimen-
tal results.
First, we implement an RLF-GRNG with 255-bit SeMem and a
BNNWallace-GRNG with 8 Wallace Units, in which each has a pool
of 256 initial random numbers. Then their performances in terms
of randomness and stability are tested and compared with software-
based Wallace method with various initial pool sizes. In addition,
to illustrate the effectiveness of the sharing and shifting scheme
of the proposed BNNWallace-GRNG, a hardware realized Wallace
Method with neither sharing and shifting scheme nor multi-loop
transformations (Wallace-NSS) is implemented and compared.
The results regarding the stability is shown in Table 1. The dis-
tribution of the initial pool is sampled from the standard normal
distribution, and the µ Errors and σ Errors are the absolute errors
between the generated distributions and the standard normal distri-
bution. From the table, it can be observed that the size of the initial
pool significantly affects the stability of the generated distributions.
Results suggest that the proposed BNNWallace-GRNG and RLG-
GRNG are comparable with the software method with the pool size
4096. Furthermore, both methods can generate multiple random
numbers in parallel, which is a big improvement compared to the
software method that can only generate 4 random numbers at one
time. The memory savings of BNNWallace-GRNG is 2X, which can
be further improved by sharing more Wallace Units because the
pool size of each Wallace Unit can be further reduced when there
are more units participating in the sharing and shifting.
In addition to the stability test, we also perform the randomness
test on RLF-GRNG and various Wallace methods, which are shown
in Figure 15. Each method is used to generate 100,000 random
Table 2: HardwareUtilization and PerformanceComparison
between RLF-GRNG and Wallace-based GRNG for 64 Paral-
lel Gaussian Random Number Generation Task
Type RLF-GRNG BNNWallace-GRNG
Total ALMs 831/113,560 ( < 1% ) 401/113,560 ( < 1% )
Total Registers 1780 1166
Total Block Memory Bits 16,384/12,492,800 ( < 1% ) 1,048,576/12,492,800 ( 8% )
Total RAM Blocks 3/1220 ( < 1% ) 103/1220 ( 8% )
Power(mW) 528.69 560.25
Clock Frequency (MHz) 212.95 117.63
Table 3: RLF-GRNG and BNNWallace-GRNG Comparison
RLF-GRNG BNNWallace-GRNG
Advantages low memory usage Adjustable distribution
high frequency high scalability
high power efficiency low ALM and register usage
Disadvantages low scalability high latency
Figure 15: Randomness tests pass rate of software-based
Wallace method and BNNWallace with various pool sizes
numbers and tested using the runstest function in Matlab. The same
test is repeated for 1000 times and the rates of passed tests are
collected. It can be concluded that the pool size has insignificant
impact on the randomness of the newly generated random numbers.
However, which is worth noting is that our proposed BNNWallace-
GRNG is comparable with the software-based methods, while the
hardware version that has neither sharing and shifting scheme nor
multi-loop transforms fails to pass any randomness test. This result
verifies the effectiveness of our proposed GRNGs again.
Table 2 presents hardware performance comparison for RLF-
GRNG and BNNWallace-GRNG. Both yield highly efficient hard-
ware usage for 64 parallel Gaussian random number generating
task. However, the RLF-GRNG utilizes less memory while the
BNNWallace-GRNG requires less ALM resources. Given its shal-
low PC to accumulate taps and less complex computations, the
RLF-GRNG is capable to operate at a higher frequency.
As presented in Table 3, both RLF-GRNG and BNNWallace-
GRNG have certain limitations. The RLF-GRNG offers relatively lim-
ited generality as different size requires individual optimization.In
addition, the fact that the RAM width required for RLF-GRNG is
exponential to the bit length restricts its application to high bit-
length Gaussian variable sampling. However, for 8-bit applications,
RLF-GRNG is a highly memory efficient and fast solution. The RLF-
GRNG ismuchmore power efficient than the BNNWallace-GRNG as
its power consumption is the same as the BNNWallace-GRNGwhile
Figure 16: Accuracy comparison between FNNandBNNwith
a fraction of training data
Figure 17: Training accuracy comparison between FNN and
BNN with a fraction of training data
operating at a much higher frequency. For parallel random num-
ber generation, RLF-GRNG performs better in terms of hardware
resource utilization given the limited size of SeMem to implement
one extra output.
6.2 Small Data
To demonstrate the performance on small data, we test both BNN
and FNN on the MNIST dataset[31]. The MNIST dataset contains
60K images for training and 10K images for testing. Each image is
a 28 × 28 pixel gray-scale bitmap of hand written digit. The task is
to classify the images into ten classes (from "0" to "9"). The BNN
implemented has 784 inputs, 10 outputs, and 2 hidden layers both
with 200 neurons. All layers are fully connected (784 − 200 − 200 −
10). We randomly choose a fraction of the training data to train a
BNN and an FNN with same structure and test their performance.
Figure 16 shows accuracy comparison between FNN and BNNwhen
training with part of the data from 1/256 to entire training data set,
and suggest that BNN performances much better as training data
size shrinks. Detailed converge performance is shown in Figure 17.
6.3 Bit-Length Optimization Results
According to our experiments on software, the BNNs can achieve
98.1% test accuracy on image classification task usingMNIST dataset,
so we set 97.5% as the threshold accuracy in selecting a proper bit-
length. Figure 18 shows the test accuracy when the bit-length is
Figure 18: Bit-Length vs Test Accuracy
Table 4: Summary of FPGA resources utilization
Type RLF-based Network BNNWallace-based Network
Total ALMs 98,006/113,560 (86.3%) 91,126/113,560 (80.2%)
Total DSPs 342/342 (100%) 342/342 (100%)
Total Registers 88,720 78,800
Total Block Memory Bits 4,572,928/12,492,800 (36.6%) 4,880,128/12,492,800 (39.1%)
Table 5: Performance comparison on the MNIST dataset
Configuration Throughtput (Images/s) Energy (Images/J)
Intel i7-6700k 10478.1 115.1
Nvidia GTX1070 27988.1 186.6
RLF-based FPGA Implementation 321543.4 52694.8
BNNWallace-based FPGA Implementation 321543.4 37722.1
Table 6: Accuracy Comparison on the MNIST Dataset
Model Testing Accuracy
FNN+Dropout (Software) 97.50%
BNN (Software) 98.10%
VIBNN (Hardware) 97.81%
set to different values, and we can observe that 8-bit is the smallest
bit-length that can reach the accuracy threshold.
6.4 Hardware Resources Usage
We implement the proposed design of VIBNN on an Altera Cy-
clone V FPGA (Model Number 5CGTFD9E5F35C7). We opt for a
16 PE-set parallel design, each has eight 8-input PEs. The resource
utilization results are shown in Table 4. It can be observed that
both the two VIBNNs have high throughput and energy efficiency,
and the RLF-based VIBNN provides even higher energy efficiency,
while the BNNWallace-based VIBNN has higher design flexibility
as explained in Section 6.1.
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed design, we com-
pared the proposed implementation against software implementa-
tions on GPU(Nvidia GTX 1070) and CPU(Intel i7-6700k) on the
MNIST dataset. As shown in Table 5, the proposed design is 283×
more energy efficient compared with an Nvidia GTX 1070 and 458×
more energy efficient compared with an Intel i7-6700k processor.
6.5 Accuracy: Classification Tasks
In this work, we test the classification performance of the BNNs
with several classification tasks on both software and hardware
Table 7: Accuracy comparison on classification tasks
Dataset FNN (Software) BNN (Software) VIBNN (Hardware)
Parkinson Speech Dataset (Modified) 60.28% 95.68% 95.33%
Parkinson Speech Dataset (Original) 85.71%) 95.23% 94.67%
Diabetics Retinopathy Debrecen Dataset 70.56% 75.76% 75.21%
Thoracic Surgery Dataset 76.69% 82.98% 82.54%
TOX21:NR.AhR 91.10% 90.42% 90.11%
TOX21:SR.ARE 83.41% 83.24% 83.01%
TOX21:SR.ATAD5 93.36% 94.05% 93.67%
TOX21:SR.MMP 89.69% 88.76% 88.43%
TOX21:SR.P53 91.88% 93.33% 92.87%
platforms, comparing with the performance of FNNs. The first task
is the image classification on MNIST dataset. As discussed in the
previous subsection, the network we use has two hidden layers of
neurons apart from the 784 (28 × 28) inputs and 10 outputs. Com-
pared with the 8-bit fixed point representation used in hardware,
the BNN implementation in software uses 32-bit floating point
for all operations. Results of accuracy testing are reported in Ta-
ble 6. The BNN implemented in software has higher classification
accuracy than that of FNNs with dropout applied. The proposed
implementation of BNN on FPGA degrades only 0.29% accuracy
compared to its software model.
To further evaluate accuracy performance, we test on several dis-
ease diagnosis datasets including the Parkinson Speech Dataset[43],
the Diabetics Retinopathy Debrecen Dataset[5], Thoracic Surgery
Dataset[59] and part of the TOX21 dataset[6] in which multiple
features of chemicals are given to detect toxic compound. For the
parkinson speech dataset, we relocate part of the training data for
testing to create a small data traning scenario(shown as Parkinson
Speech Dataset(modified) in Table 7). As Shown in Table 7, BNNs
can achieve similar or better accuracy compared to FNNs, espe-
cially for small datasets. The accuracy of VIBNN degrades very
little compared to the software implementation of BNN.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose VIBNN, an FPGA-based hardware accel-
erator design for variational inference on BNNs. We explore the
design space for massive amount of Gaussian variable sampling
tasks in BNNs. Specifically, we introduce two high performance par-
allel Gaussian random number generators: 1) the RAM-based Linear
FeedbackGaussian RandomNumber Generator (RLF-GRNG), which
is inspired by the properties of binomial distribution and linear feed-
back logics; and 2) the Bayesian Neural Network-oriented Wallace
Gaussian Random Number Generator. To achieve high scalability
and efficient memory access, we propose a deep pipelined accel-
erator architecture with fast execution and good hardware utiliza-
tion. The proposed VIBNN achieves high throughput of 321,543.4
Images/s and high energy efficiency upto 52,694.8 Images/J. Ex-
perimental results suggest that the proposed VIBNN can achieve
similar accuracy performance as software implemented BNNs.
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